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Motivation

Believe it or not, 
Sarcasm

● Able  to catch the user's attention more than some normal text 
● Adding a fun element, it sometimes opens up a way for critics not limited to certain 

sections of the society may it be political, social, or some other
These have even started appearing in marketing strategies of companies like Zomato through 
pop-up notifications or other means.



Problem Definition 

● Detecting sarcasm is not that straight forward

● Even in some settings, it is difficult to recognize by humans

 

We are approaching this in three ways to detect sarcasm comments on reddit



Related Work
1. Classifying Sarcastic Comments on Reddit Using Word Embeddings

● compare the performance of word embedding models to traditional text-classification techniques using a 
bag-of-n-grams representation

● Five-fold cross-validation results on various models showed that simple Bernoulli Naive-Bayes 
classifiers using unigrams and bigrams worked best, with validation error rates as low as 30.9%.

Various 
comments 

To classify comments 
High-dimensional vectors 
as inputs to a collection of 
classification models 



● In this paper, a multi-head attention-based bidirectional 
long-short memory (MHA-BiLSTM) network to detect 
sarcastic comments in a given corpus

● extracted the most significant features and built a 
feature-rich SVM that outperforms these models

● experiment results revealed that a multi-head attention 
mechanism enhances the performance of BiLSTM, and it 
performs better than feature-rich SVM models. 

2. Sarcasm Detection Using Multi-Head Attention Based Bidirectional LSTM



Data

● This dataset contains 1.3 million Sarcastic comments from the Internet 
commentary website Reddit. 

● Text with the tag sarcastic was Scraped from the website.
● Data has a true distribution with a true ratio of 1:100.
● The dataset originally was generated by the creators via scraping 

comments from Reddit (not by us :)) containing the \s ( sarcasm) tag. This 
tag is often used by Redditors to indicate that their comment is in jest and 
not meant to be taken seriously, and is generally a reliable indicator of 
sarcastic comment content.





Preprocessing...

● Stemming words using PorterStemmer

● Remove unnecessary tokens and punctuations, urls, mentions, hashtags, html tags 

using reg

● Tokenizing sentences and padding the sequences

● Tf-IDF vectorization



Approaches

1. Simple neural network 

2. Using different classification methods

3. Neural Network of embedding layer+ CNN + Long Short Term Memory Layer

Embedding 
Layer

GlobalAveragePool 
in 1D Layer

input

Primary layer

A few Dense layers

Output Dense layer

logistic regression multinomial naive bayes XGBoost

Embedding Layer Convolutional Neural Network LSTM



Optimization & Results

Logistic Regression:



MultinomialNB:



XGBoost:



Simple Neural Network- Embedding Layer + dense layers 

148149 18617

18617

91216 75591



Embedding Layer + CNN + LSTM

22396 6668

10699 15277



Comparison
Logistic 
Regression 
(L1)

Logistic 
Regression 
(L2)

Multinomial
NB

XGBoost Single Layer 
NN

Embedding 
+ CNN 
+LSTM

Training 
Accuracy

0.7010 0.7007 0.6888 0.7822 0.6267 0.6353

Test 
Accuracy

0.6610 0.6615 0.6548 0.6728 0.6783 0.6856

F1 score 0.5817 0.5840 0.5503 0.5757 0.6026 0.6024

Jaccard 
Score

0.4105 0.4124 0.4012 0.4042 0.4313 0.4310



Conclusion

Sarcasm detection is neither new nor old problem we have tackled. It is profoundly 
contextual and needs the speaker and the audience some shared knowledge between them. 
With the time that we have, we studied how the existing studies work and we tried different 
optimization and we found that there are some failures and achievements that we have 
faced.



Future Work

● Using different embedding layers (such as GloVe, BERT, etc)

○ Currently using standard embedding in keras

● Using parent comment (post) for more contextual understanding

● Applying this model to detect contradiction (contradiction and entailment)


